Solution to the influence of the MSSW propagating velocity on the bandwidths of the single-scale wavelet-transform processor using MSSW device.
The objective of this research was to investigate the possibility of solving the influence of the magnetostatic surface wave (MSSW) propagating velocity on the bandwidths of the single-scale wavelet transform processor using MSSW device. The motivation for this work was prompted by the processor that -3dB bandwidth varies as the propagating velocity of MSSW changes. In this paper, we present the influence of the magnetostatic surface wave (MSSW) propagating velocity on the bandwidths as the key problem of the single-scale wavelet transform processor using MSSW device. The solution to the problem is achieved in this study. we derived the function between the propagating velocity of MSSW and the -3dB bandwidth, so we know from the function that -3dB bandwidth of the single-scale wavelet transform processor using MSSW device varies as the propagating velocity of MSSW changes. Through adjusting the distance and orientation of the permanent magnet, we can implement the control of the MSSW propagating velocity, so that the influence of the MSSW propagating velocity on the bandwidths of the single-scale wavelet transform processor using MSSW device is solved.